JC Engage Digital Exploration
Project Completion Report

Executive
summary
Creating audience
awareness and
delivering effective
communications
with their key
stakeholders are
central to every
NGO’s existence.

With rapid advance of digital technologies
and channels, the pace of change has
left many NGOs, especially the smaller
to medium ones, far behind in their
capabilities to leverage these new tools.
The result is that, even in HKJC’s
own grantees survey, branding
and communications are among
the top 5 key challenges.
Approximately 80-90% of the NGOs
in Hong Kong are considered small
to medium sized organizations,
serving the community with very
limited human resources and budget.
One of the most critical issues facing
Hong Kong NGOs today is the need
to expand their networks (i.e. donor,
volunteer and cause advocate networks)
in order to serve their target beneficiaries
more efficiently and effectively.

The primarily goals for Engage are:
• Through a series of uniquely designed
“train as you do” sessions, NGO leaders
acquire video storytelling skills for
digital marketing, brand building and
fundraising to engage key stakeholder
groups more effectively.
• NGOs learn to better articulate their
core messages which helps them to
raise more funds, attract more volunteers and serve more people among
their target beneficiary groups.
• Through peer-to-peer learning
and networking during each project,
NGO leaders acquire practical tools
which they can apply to help their own
organizations become more impactful,
efficient and sustainable in serving
the community.
• Through the use of skill based volunteering to advise NGO leaders, experienced business professionals get a
deeper understanding of the challenges
in the social sector and are inspired to
further contribute to the community.

• NGO leaders will have regular
opportunities to network with
experienced business professionals
and other NGO leaders to exchange
ideas through this Engage Platform,
as well as to learn and share best
practices, which again will help make
the NGOs more effective in serving
the community and become more
sustainable in the long run.
This program is only the start of the
digital exploration journey. In the past
three years many NGOs have learned
that clear communications strategy
and objectives are key pre-requisites
for them to effectively leverage digital
tools and channels.
We look forward to advancing their
digital skills, especially in executing
effective digital campaigns over
different social channels.

Methodology

Engage breaks the curriculum modules into
4 of the NGOs main target audience groups:
PLATFORM

>

PROJECT SERIES

>

DELIVERABLES / OUTCOME

The Engage Program consists of a number of elements:
Crowdfunding

• Develop fundraising message
• Produce short fundraising video

Corporate
Communication

• Develop NGO messages
• Produce short organization video

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
• A series of uniquely designed “train-as-you-do” training
programs to help NGOs leaders to develop digital storytelling
tools which engage specific stakeholder groups
• For selected participants, practical experience through
in-kind donation for an actual implementation of a video
working with professional production companies

ENGAGE
Volunteer
Recruitment

• Develop volunteer recruitment message
• Produce volunteer recruitment video

Beneficiary
Outreach

• Develop Beneficiary messages & story
• Produce beneficiary outreach video

PROFESSIONAL & PERSONAL COACHING
• Pro bono skill based volunteers from a portfolio of
Hong Kong business professionals were matched with
local NGOs to offer business training and advisory services
• Teams with diversity in ages, genders, expertise and
backgrounds lead to broad spectrum of ideas from
different perspectives to the NGOs situation
• NGOs can learn from and build cross-pollination from
solutions and ideas in other industries and organizations
that the volunteers come from

COMMUNITY COLLABORATION

Our impact

2,630

74

• Collaborative partnerships with the corporate, social and
academic sectors to offer subject matter expertise and best
practices to the NGO leaders

Work hours delivered
by volunteers

Communication
strategies developed

• Commercial production houses transferring knowledge
and experiences to NGOs during their implementations

3,395

270

Minutes of media assets

NGO leaders trained

JC Engage Milestones

2020
2019

2018

JANUARY

Crowdfunding

Partnership with various local crowdfunding
platform experts for a panel discussion

JANUARY

MARCH

Crowdfunding

Corporate Communications

MARCH

JUNE

Local adaptation of case studies and examples

Online with pre-recorded videos with panel discussion

AUGUST

Corporate Communications

Volunteer Recruitment

Launch the first series with key speaker Tom Dawkins
from StartSomeGood - Australia

AUGUST

AUGUST

Crowdfunding

OCTOBER

Corporate Communications
New series focus on the Message House framework

Engaged with local experts for social media strategies

Volunteer Recruitment

New series with HK key volunteering platform leaders

NOVEMBER

Beneficiary Outreach
New series with Brunswick group

As we continue to build momentum, further partnerships
was established with local experts as well as multinational PR
companies to bring further insights to the ENGAGE community

Online with pre-recorded videos + live online speakers

Beneficiary Outreach

Online with pre-recorded videos + live online speakers
With COVID hitting the city and around the world,
the dire situation did not hinder our execution.
The program has swiftly pivoted to an online experience
with pre-recorded videos and sessions over zoom.
This was a major undertaking by the team
of expert speakers and staff team.

Highlights
NGO stories
Website
Online resources

Awarded storytelling videos

Website

We are so grateful to all the participating NGO teams who trusted us in this
journey. Check out the compelling video stories for the video production service
awardees below, which demonstrate examples of how NGOs can use video
storytelling to spread their values and messages.

The JC Engage website was created for all Engage participants and other NGOs
to access the training resources used in the program, other useful reference
materials and showcases the awarded NGO video stories.

Making an impact with powerful messages

Watch NGO stories

Online platform for NGO Digital Storytelling

Visit the website

Crowdfunding

Expand and maximize your
campaigns through Crowdfunding
How can crowdfunding help NGOs maximize their impacts?
While many people may be interested in your cause, creating a strong
emotional connection will drive them to directly support your organization.
A good story can help build those emotional connections between your cause
and supporters, widening your funding base for more successful campaigns.

Learning objectives
• Learn about what is and isn’t crowdfunding
• Get insights about the key elements (5Cs) of a successful
crowdfunding campaign
• Go through the thought process for planning a campaign
• Develop a story structure for your project message
• Acquire the basic knowledge required to kick start
your organization’s campaign

Modules
•
•
•
•

The 5 essential elements of successfully crowdfunding campaigns
How to carefully choose your community
Crowdfunding: personas & targeted outreach
Crowdfunding channels & outreach tactics

Corporate
Communication
Bridging the communication
gap for your NGO

NGOs need to share information about their organization with all stakeholders,
ranging from their beneficiaries, present and future donors, volunteers to strategic
partners. Successful storytelling lays the foundation of your corporate communication
strategy. It does more than merely communicate details, and is also a way of branding
in the non-profit sector, to strengthen operational competence and build support.

Learning objectives
• Learn what corporate communications means in a non-profit context
• Practice how to define your message at an organization level,
using the ‘Message house’ framework
• Learn how to stratify your audience, identify message delivery
channels and re-use core messages for different audiences
• Develop a story structure for your corporate communication

Modules
•
•
•
•
•

What is corporate communication for nonprofit?
Message house – develop your core messages
Define your goal & audiences
Putting it altogether in a story
Channels & tactics

Speaker

Speakers

Tom Dawkins
Co-founder and CEO at StartSomeGood.com

Treena Nairne
Director at Dashpoint Management

Yuri van der Leest
Senior Vice President at Teneo

Beneficiary
Outreach

Volunteer
Recruitment

Why does a beneficiary outreach strategy matter for NGOs? You may have a great
vision and a top-notch team supporting your programs, but do your beneficiaries
know and understand your organizations offering and value? To connect more
deeply with them and maximize your impact, strong storytelling is vital to helping
all beneficiaries gain a profound understanding of your mission and services.

Undeniably, volunteers play a critical role in the operations and services of NGOs
today. In addition to participating in events, skilled volunteers can be an essential
element in the development and growth of your organization.
A successful nonprofit volunteer recruitment plan taps into like minded individuals
who share the same passion for helping our communities by telling your organizations
story and turning them into your assets.

Think about”Engage” & “Retain”
before recruiting volunteers

Empathy + Creative
= A thoughtful...

Learning objectives
• Learn about best practices for communicating with beneficiaries
• Analyze the needs of your volunteer audience
• Understand the different touchpoints for your beneficiaries
• Learn how to segment your audience and identify the respective
delivery channels
• Define and clarify your organization message

Modules
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Better understand volunteer recruitment in the digital age
• Analyze the needs of your volunteer audience
• Learn how to segment your audience and identify their respective
communication channels
• Define and clarify your organizations message, tailor it to your audience

Modules

Why communicate to your beneficiaries?
Defining your audiences
Understanding your beneficiaries
Where do you reach your beneficiaries?
Identifying communications objectives
Crafting your key messages

•
•
•
•

What do I need volunteers for?
Understand your volunteers
Volunteer Communities
Write compelling messages

Speakers

Speakers

John Jamison
Organizational Behavior
Researcher at HKUST

Learning objectives

Hayden Li
Agilist at Accenture
Interactive

Patrick Eastwood
Partner & Head of Asia
at MerchantCantos

Sue Toomey
Executive Director at
HandsOn Hong Kong

Matthew Tam
CEO and Co-founder at
Social Career

Elly Zhen
US certified Social Emotional
Learning Trainer

2018 - 2020
Output and Outcome
Statistics
Outcome indicators
Feedback

1. Program Key Statistics

1st Year
Quarter
1 / 2 / 3 / 4*

Items

Pledged

1

Equip Session

No. of
Sessions
No. of
NGOs
Trained

2

Build Session

No. of
Sessions
No. of
NGOs
Trained

3

Implementation
(Videos)

No. of
Videos
No. of
NGOs
Trained

4

Volunteers
Engaged

Items

No. of
Volunteers
Engaged

Actual

2nd Year
Quarter
1 / 2 / 3 / 4*

3rd Year
Quarter
1 / 2 / 3 / 4*

Pledged

Actual

Pledged

Actual

Cumulative
Total
Pledged

Actual

Variance
(%)#

2

2

4

4

4

4
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10

100%
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4

4
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16
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6

6
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36

43

72

98

72

138

180

279

154%

1st Year
Quarter

2nd Year
Quarter

3rd Year
Quarter

Cumulative
Total

Variance
(%)#

2. Outcome indicators
2018 Crowdfunding Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?
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Total amount of funds raised across
the three crowdfunding campaigns
were HK$98,632 with a total number
of 253 contributors as end of Q4’2019.
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The videos have been completed
by all NGOs as of Q3, 2020.
The HK Philharmonic and Christian
Family for Christ(CFFC) campaigns
have been put on hold due to the
pandemic with all volunteering
programs coming to a pause. Total
of 7230 reached have been registered
for the FeedingHK and CFFC videos.
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The reach for two NGO videos was
135,403 with Pathways accounting
for 109,300 as of Q2’2020.
Total of 153 new beneficiaries were
recruited in the two campaigns.
The OneSky Foundation campaign has yet
to launch due to the pandemic situation.
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All videos have been completed.
The CadenzaHub and Golden Age
Foundation were launched end
of 2020 while Fung Yuen Butterfly
Reserve launched in March 2021.
Total views were 11,384.

2020 Volunteer Recruitment Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?

2020 Beneficiary Outreach Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?
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All videos have been completed for the
NGOS by March 2021 and videos have
been launched totalling 47,000 views
on social media platforms.

Net promoter score scale

-100
1

10

All videos have been completed for
the NGOS by February 2021.
However due to the COVID-19 situation,
only the Hong Kong Young Life campaign
was launched as of March 2021.

2019 Beneficiary Outreach Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?
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NPS

4

NPS

The videos have mainly been used
in various offline settings including
roadshows and presentation reaching
out to 3961 people as of Q2’2020.

2019 Volunteer Recruitment Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?

3
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NPS

3

2

NPS

The campaigns for “Run Our City”
and “Mental Health Foundation” are
scheduled for Q4 while “Kelly Animal
Shelter” has been launched in March
2021. Total funds raised were $72,000.

2019 Corporate Comm Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?

51

NPS

2

3

2020 Corporate Comm Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?

44

NPS

Total video views is 10696 across the two
NGOs who published the video on their
social media platforms as end of Q2’2019.

2019 Crowdfunding Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?

2020 Crowdfunding Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?

47

NPS

Total amount of funds raised across
the three crowdfunding campaigns
were HK$55,300 with a total number
of 81 contributors as end of Q1’2019.
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2018 Corporate Comm Series
Would you recommend ENGAGE?
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Social unrest
+ Pandemic

Before the
new-normal

Pandemic
2nd wave

Pandemic
4th wave

0
Crowdfunding
			

2018-Q1

Corporate
Crowdfunding
Communication				

2018-Q2

2019-Q1

Corporate
Communication

2019-Q2

Notes: due to the unprecedented situation in Hong Kong with the social unrest
in 2019 followed by the global COVID-19 pandemic, the video production has
experienced extensive operational challenges from social distancing as well
as the NGOs having to adapt to the new normal. From a program delivery,
our team has moved the workshop from in-person to on-line as of Q2, 2020.

Volunteer
Recruitment

2019-Q3

Beneficiary
Outreach

2019-Q4

Crowdfunding

2020-Q1

Corporate
Communication

2020-Q2

Volunteer
Recruitment

Beneficiary
Outreach

2020-Q3

2020-Q4

The new adaptation has been well received by our NGO participants and volunteers.
However, in the implementation phase, the impact is still prevalent especially
for recruiting volunteers to hands-on programs. This unfortunately has led to
indefinitely putting the programs on-hold. With the pandemic situation slightly
relieved, the subsequently campaigns were launched.

3. Quantitative feedback

95%

Satisfaction
in met learning
objectives

96%
Satisfaction
in speaker
expertise

93%

87%

Satisfaction
in skill-based
volunteer
contribution

Acquired better
understanding
of values in
storytelling

91%

Acquired better
knowhow in
visual storytelling

4. Qualitative feedback

“NGOs need badly the
kind of programs that
ACS is offering, particularly
when they are in their
infant stage of development
or not having the right
expertise to enable them
to be a more effective
organization.”

“Very fruitful session
helping NGO build
capacity in communicating their goals, key
messages; rewarding
experience in building
NGO’s media profiles.”

Edward Law, Harmony
Foundation International

Jamie Yu, Chickensoup Foundation

“ACS picked wonderful
volunteers who helped
with every aspect of the
breakout activities, I felt
they are very passionate
about what they can offer
other NGOs in Hong Kong.”
Donald Heilig, Chatteris
Educational Foundation

“By understanding our audience better
and tailoring the messages - we should
hope to get a better result.”
Linh Liu, Youth Diabetes Action

“The program introduced to us video storytelling
as a cost-efficient solution for many growing NGOs
hoping to expand their reach with limited resources.”
Christy Chow, The Samaritans

“My biggest takeaway
was thinking about
our call to action and
how we want people
to engage with our
organization.”
Ainslegh Hennig,
Premiere Performances
of Hong Kong Ltd

Looking forward

Acknowledgements

JC Engage trained 270 NGO
leaders in the art of digital
storytelling, and produced
30 professional videos which
have been deployed widely
by the NGOs in a wide
ranging of communications
and fundraising activities.

At JC ENGAGE, we believe in the power of communities and networks.

For all of the 10 cycles of training,
demands exceeded the number
of slots, despite the fact that we
increased the capacity from the
originally planned 10 to sometimes
as high as 16 per class.
Feedback on the learning is consistently high, satisfaction rating of 86
and above, and regular participants’
comments expressing desire for
more and deeper help in meeting
the digital challenges.
In particular in how to leverage
the storytelling asset, ie the video,
developed in the Engage into

various social media campaigns
to maximise engagement on
different channels.
As we reached into the pool of NGOs,
it is also clear that Chinese language,
local content and local market examples will resonate stronger with these
NGOs leading to higher learning.
An organisation’s digital presence
is ever expanding in a fast-changing
landscape. Nevertheless, there are
increasingly more opportunities and
resources to innovate, to be more
savvy online, and to be more agile
in implementation.
Our team is excited to be part of
the drive to build digital capacity
in the eco-system. The journey goes
beyond the training but community
support to create capacity and
resource sharing. We believe that
with the rising prominence of a socially
minded world, being more digital is
not only a necessity, but potentially
a game changer for NGOs.

“我們都明白影片的確是一個十分有效觸動人心的媒介，而博思會現有的影片庫
有點過時，不太迎合現在社交媒體上的主流口味；剛巧遇上賽馬會匯創計劃這個
好契機，讓我們從新學習用影片說出機構故事的技巧，並得到專業拍攝團隊的幫
忙，製作出管理團隊都相當滿意的影片。”
- 鄧妙智 女士- 博思會 市務、傳訊及籌款部經理
“In all of our 58 years of experience, we have not had the budget or expertise to produce a video like this that will speak to our target audience who
are mainly the young people that spend most of their time on digital technologies.”
- Angelique Tam, Executive Director, SARDA

Our programs have been carefully designed and delivered by non-profit
professionals and industry subject matter experts to bring to our community
the best experience and learning objectives. Our partners share a common
aspiration and vision to provide results-oriented programs in our experiential
workshops.
We would like to extend our gratitude to the following supporting organizations
who have kindly supported our work through pro-bono services to us and the
JC ENGAGE Community.
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